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About This Game

PIXEL ROYALE is a battle royale shooter that pits 100 players against each other in a struggle for survival. Gather supplies
and outwit your opponents to become the last person standing.

The game was created by one person, an 18-year-old boy, help me to make the game better, advise me what you would like to
see in the game in the Steam discussions and/or in the email.

I will do my best! ��
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Title: Pixel Royale
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation
Developer:
Antonio Renna
Publisher:
Antonio Renna
Release Date: 6 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or higher

Processor: 2.2 GHz Dual Core Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GPU with 512 MB Video RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 150 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 or higher compatible
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4, мало
Короткая, но интересная.. The game is just like MoW:AS2 in modern days, its a little hard to navigate, cant figure out how to
change ammo types in directs control in tanks, little laggy but that could just be me. I would like more vehicles in campaign and
the allies need more vehicles in general, but the game is awesome, i love how the abrams TUSK works like in real life, me and
my buddies love it.. Not only is this a complete IWTBTG clone, but a few issues hold it back and make it even MORE
frustrating. First off, the graphics are pretty good, being what they are.

The narrator is NOT a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 He's an annoying, grating repetetive
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Not only does he repeat himself every few seconds, but he usually doesn't
even get a chance to finish his setence before he's launched into a new line.

The game killer for me, is this. There is no analogue control. Just like IWTBTG the first couple apple trees drop apples for an
insta kill and clouds drop lighting bolts for instakills, blah blah. The point is, you can't slowly edge towards it to set the trap off.
You move so quicky that even if you tap the direction super quick, at least 1\/2 the time you'll end up running underneath a
death trap even though you knew it was there.

If it had analogue control with pads, or even a walk key I might have tried to actually finish this game. As it is I'm refunding and
hoping to God I never have to hear the nasal repetitive voice of the Narrator again.. WHY is the name of all that is beardly is
there THREE of these "DLC's"?!

I said the first one was a waste of time and now we're up to THREE of these? Total and utter waste of time\/disk
space\/bandwidth, do not download.

Make some real content for your game, This crap is cluttering up the "updated games" list for me.. Great game! For the low
price it is definitely worth picking up. Fans of the "standing on a platform" style arcade games will enjoy this one (similar to
A-10 VR). So addicting! I hope to see new environments and styles for the bombs. My only gripe is grav bomb mode is really
frustrating. Classic is much better. The new fitness mode is great for practice and working up a sweat.. Why rate negative? This
is THE game that teaches us how to survive in a world of r\/c aerial drones. Apparently.. It's a bullet hell game, very similar to
the Deep Space Waiful games. You don't control a bear on a motor cycle with a sword though, you control a blue dot. You don't
shoot clothing off, you just hover in a small circle for a while until the game says you can have some nudity.

All in all, worth the price. I wouldn't complain about more girls, but considering it's so cheap, the fact that it is functional and
not complete BS is notable.. More of the same from part one, plus it fills in some of the gaps from the movie/graphic novel..
Little torn apart here wether this game is an improvement to the original or not.

So i suppose i'll meet in the middle and just say buy either this game or the original Infinite Space. You will not regret it if you
like roguelike space-games for very quick gaming sessions that last from 5-30minutes. It does not really matter which game you
play as you will either hate the game very soon or love it. Both have a learning curve in the beginning.

So why am i not sure about this game? UI in this game is horrible. The 3D space looks cool but it's sometimes just too hard to
see properly the best possible route forward. The advantages that 3D brings are lost compared to the original 2D map. UI for
handling wares, trading and combat is troublesome. and there is no longer any speed-up button for combat so now you really
need to wait when approaching that big drifting hulk you want to board.
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Encounters and Combat and items are somewhat the same-same as before with some changes. So no reason there to 'upgrade' if
you already have the original. In the end though i will recommend this game any day - it is just so brilliantly made despite
everything. Just do some home work first which version suits you best.. I expected a mobile game with little no depth. The
opening menu and options are very mobile like, but don't let that full you. This game is pretty great. It plops you on a large map
with non-linear objectives. If you like mindless shooting, this game will be great for you.
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You play as a reaper, you must pick one person to die from those attending. This is a very short 'game', you can finish it within
about 10 seconds or so if you just select a person at random to kill and choose not to influence any of the people with your
opinions. I spent just under an hour reading everything and talking to everyone, and went back through the game to alter a
couple of choices to confirm outcome.
The developers have released this as a DRM free game on their website in its non 'extended' version - and unfortunately should
have stayed as such. It has potential to be a sort of 'cluedo played as death' game; if it was expanded throughout several
scenarios. As it stands however it's just too short and simplistic to be considered a full game.. Was hoping this to be related in
some way to the fantastic but old dogfigher game where you fly in the house and fight with toys.

The game lacks polish. The UI (menus, dialogs, controls) are aweful. There is no way to control or change the settings while in
the tutorial. If I need to invert the axes or change mouse sensitivity I have to quit and restart the tutorial. Enabling realistic flight
mode made the plane move like a snake. absolutely out of control. May be the controls are better with xbox controller, but the
lack of polish everywhere makes me doubt that. For 2.99 it is probably a very good game for a young kid. But for any serious
players its waste of money and slot on steam.. Really nice game. Feel myself like a pirate... Steampunk pirate with a minigun). I
can tell a lot of work went into this game; I worry it went into the wrong places. for example: there's a detailed car-customizing
option (20+ horn sounds!) and tons of characters to unlock, but the UI looks like it's only half-done, the soundtrack is
uninteresting, the death transition isn't complete, the track geometry is hard to read...

I realize this was a project by a small team, but if you want a whacky racer, and don't have a Nintendo system, All-Star Fruit
Racing is not the answer. it doesn't look done; it doesn't FEEL good. get one the Sonic racing games, instead. Sonic & All-Stars
Racing Transformed is excellent, and they're coming out with a new one in late 2018/early 2019.. Ridiculously expensive for
adding one building and one cheap mission. The Creamery itself at leasts provides some amusement in providing extra food as
well as entertainment for the workers.

The mission it adds is a colossal scam. You start in the Colonial era and have to export $120,000 worth of cheese. In typical
Tropico fashion, there's a horde of problems that come along to stymie this objective, as well as some to help it along by
increasing the value of cheese.

What makes the mission a total scam though is that there is no declaring independence, so if your mandate runs out, you lose.
The opportunities to extend your mandate are exactly the same as the base game, ie, no extra opportunities, so even if you
complete all the secondary objectives to increase the value of cheese, choose the right people to test new cheeses on to extend
your mandate or give you more money, you'll still fail the mission.

I had 3 creameries operating with 6 milk-producing ranches, all the secondary objectives complete, no labor shortages, and
ended up with just over $70,000 out of $120,000 exported and ended up failing the mission by running out of time. Total scam..
I got this game for my 2 year old son. Though he can't use a mouse properly, he loves the colors and the animations when
completeing a picture. I actually found myself playing it for a bit after he went off to do something else. If you have kids, this is
a great game and at $2 it's actually cheaper than a coloring book. You also unlock more pictures as you play, though I'm not sure
how many there are total, but I'm expecting to get a lot of time out of this.
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